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ABSTRACT  

 Competition and changes in the business environment remain constant, so how can leaders help 

ensure that their organization will survive?  Change is the need of the hour and a business organization 

that realizes this fact very well, manages customers’ demands and creates wonders. Leaders must 

understand this process if they want to show the way to success to their companies while passing through 

the turbulent journey of throat cut competition in today's market. With the help of transformational 

leadership styles people get acquainted with know how to excel their previous levels of accomplishment. 

As a matter of fact this strategy of managing human resource fetches results beyond expectations. This 

paper analyses leadership challenges in transformation. Transformational leadership is all about 

discovering, introducing and implementing new ideas. Transformational leaders must see the big picture 

to analyse the present situations and should have judgement skills so that they can peep in to future 

opportunities.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Transformational Leadership 

 The idea of transformational leadership was first developed by James McGregor Burns in 1978 and 

later extended by Bernard Bass as well as others. [1]. Transformational leadership is about introducing 

and implementing new ideas. These individuals continually change themselves and society by their 

innovative thought processes, they stay flexible and adaptable to new changes and always welcome the 

change and strongly recommend that change for the betterment of the society as well as the mankind. 

The transformational leaders motivate their followers by acting as role models, behaving intellectually, 

and giving individualized consideration to needs and goals. A transformational leader maintains a state of 

equilibrium between his actions. They have people-oriented approach and believe that success comes 

only if human resources are managed in a positive manner.  

 Transformational leaders have a great ability to inspire and motivate their counterparts and this 

inspiration and motivation is not stated anywhere in their job profile. They work beyond their assigned 

duties and put lot of passion and energy in their actions. They always focus on introducing change in 
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their environment or community by improvising the present scenario. They have the power of visualizing 

the problems before hand and always remain attentive to present and future prospects and then act 

accordingly.  

STYLES OF LEADERSHIP  

• Directive style of leadership  

 Such types of leaders educate their followers as what to do, and how to do precisely the specific 

jobs. These leaders set some specific norms for their followers and exercise firm control over 

them. 

• Consultative style of leadership   These leaders consult whole of the team and then decide 

what should be done. They have task oriented approach but also appreciate the opinion of other 

members of the team. 

• Participative style of leadership   Leaders having such style of leadership put themselves as a 

team member and under their leadership everyone has the right to contribute towards the final 

decision. 

• Negotiative style of leadership   These leaders have political approach in their style of decision 

making and they introduce certain incentives to inspire their followers for specific jobs. 

• Delegative  styles of leadership    Such type of leaders take back seat and do not want to come 

in limelight but inspire their team members to take their own course of action. These leaders 

associate with their team and sit together and discuss possible outcomes that can be 

implemented. 

       Apart from various styles of leadership there are some models also which were proposed by Burns in 

1978. These models discuss the overall working style of a leader. He compared the transactional 

leadership style to the transformational leadership style.  

1)  Transactional Leadership  

 These leaders follow the approach of management-by-exception and contingent reward. They 

usually set some standards of performance and time to time conduct performance reviews from time to 

time in order to judge the accuracy and speed of performance of their followers. 

2) Charismatic Leadership    

 These leaders possess an inherent ability to influence people, motivate and inspire them to make 

commitment to their cause.  

3)      Visionary Leadership 

 These experienced leaders have extra ordinary ability to perceive things that could happen in future. 

With the help of this quality they can able to find out what should be done in future and act accordingly. 
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 It can, therefore, be concluded leadership can only be effective if there is a correlation between 

major schools of leadership and the various leadership attributes & styles. 

Why Transformational Leadership? 

 This is very important that we should understand the significance of the question that why 

transformational leadership is needed? Transformational leadership empowers people to greatly exceed 

their previous levels of accomplishment. By introducing this dynamic and innovative leadership style 

organization as a whole motivates a lot and accept new changes in a welcoming attitude from top to 

bottom. People are so much motivated with this style of leadership that they put passion and energy into 

everything. Such leaders care about people and want people to succeed and the outcome so achieved can 

be beyond expectations. 

Transformational vs. Transactional Leadership 

 Transactional leadership is often viewed as being complementary with transformational leadership. 

[2]. Transactional leaderships are about deployment and management of people and resources to get 

results. It is based on an exchange of services for various kinds of rewards that the leader controls.  

 Transactional leadership is the very first stage of getting day-to-day routines carried out. It is 

effective only when both leaders and followers understand each other and unanimously set priorities of 

tasks which are important. Transactional leadership is needed so that work can be accomplished in a 

better manner but transformational leadership is all the more necessary to provide the emotional glue that 

causes excellence in the organization as a whole.  

Develop and Sell Vision 

 As a Transformational Leader, you must perform each and every activity with appropriate vision, a 

view of the future that will excite and convert your potential followers. It is always expected from a 

leader of this style that he should provide some vision to his followers so that followers put their passion 

in the fulfilment of that very vision for the betterment of mankind. 

 After developing vision the next step is to constantly sell the vision. This takes a lot of energy and 

commitment to convince people for a new and drastic change, as few people will instantly ready to work 

on the guidelines of proposed vision, while most of the people will join the show much more slowly than 

others. A leader should grab each and every opportunity and use whatever works to convince others to 

climb on board the bandwagon." 

 In order to win the commitment of followers, leader should be very careful in creating trust, and   

personal integrity which is a very crucial aspect of the package that you are selling.  In fact, you are 

selling yourself along with the vision. There is no doubt that people will follow a person who inspires 

them and educate them about the challenges which they are going to face in the coming future. A person 

having vision and mission in his mind can create wonders to even simple looking things as he has the 

capacity to inject enthusiasm and energy in his followers by providing them right track. 
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Empower people with knowledge 

 "Transformational leaders empower others by keeping them knowing, by keeping them fully 

informed about everything that affects their jobs," says Brian Tracy. [3].  People want and need to feel 

that they are “insiders” and they are the part of the game and thus, that they are aware of each and every 

minute detail which is going on and there is nothing in the dark. They should have the feeling of 

transparency and of course it is very much required because if you want to build a relationship of trust 

and commitment then full transparency is needed. 

Finding the way forwards 

 Transformational leader have vision and mission in his eyes and  he knows very well the right path 

to follow and he can find the appropriate  path and guide his followers  to  follow  that  very  path  for   

fulfilling  their  vision. People  in the mob  do  not  have  their  own  strategy  but   they   are   willingly   

ready   to  follow  their leader. The  provided  route  may  not  be  discussed  in  detail  but presented  in  

a  very  impressive  way  with  a   clear  vision  and   direction . The  leader  should  accept  the  failure  

in  a  very  graceful  manner.   

Leading the charge   

 The final stage is to be always leading the charge and ready for the action. Leaders who have zeal 

and enthusiasm in their working styles always lead the charge. Transformational  leaders  are  always  

visible in the front and ready to take responsibilities for whatever outcome will be coming favorable or 

unfavorable  and  will stay and up  to  be   counted  rather  than hide  behind  their  troops. With their 

actions and behavior they inspire others to behave wisely and courageously. These leaders continuously 

motivate their team to perform well. It  is  their unswerving  commitment  as  much as  anything  else  

that keeps  people  going,  particularly  through  the  darker times  when some  may  question  whether 

the  vision can ever be  achieved.[4]  If the people have doubts about their victory over the matters then 

their efforts will surely disappear from the place. It   is  the responsibility of  the “Transformational 

Leader”  to  infect  and reinvest  their followers  with a  high level of   commitment  to  the vision. Small 

changes  get  big  hurray’s,  pumping  up  their significance  as  indictors  of  real progress. Overall,  they  

balance   their attention  between action  that creates  progress  and  the  mental state  of  their 

followers.[5].  Perhaps  more  than  other approaches  they are  people-centric  and  believe  that success  

comes  first  and  last  through  deep  and sustained  commitment. 

Global Leadership 

 The future leaders are of the opinion that sustainability is the element which acts as a globally-

interconnected phenomenon. For them, the speedy growth in emerging nations like India and China as 

well as the high consumption rate in developed countries will soon deplete natural resources like water 

and energy, creating global resource scarcity. It is very unfortunate that very little number of CEOs 

believe in this. This is the appropriate time that we should realize the need of an effective leader who can 

act as a change agent. 
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 Leading organizational change is a constant challenge: Rapidly changing technologies make 

yesterday's choices obsolete. The turbulent economy increases pressure to “do more with less.” 

Companies swim in a shifting stream of relationships – they're competitors one day and partner the next 

– and sometimes both at the same time. Mergers and acquisitions are on the rise. Customers drive the 

mantra “better, faster, and cheaper.” Competition is fierce. The volume of information is overwhelming. 

The rate of change is accelerating. And employees are increasingly sceptical about committing to 

business strategies that are constantly being redefined. 

 Being an effective change agent means letting go of any preconceived notion of  “the right way” to 

lead change, and giving up the myth of any expert's infallible advice. No “transformation formula” lasts 

forever and by the time the guru's new book has been published, it's already obsolete. 

 Many people are born leaders, yet the ability to lead is actually an art and an amazing collection of 

skills, which can be learned and sharpened through a series of daily habits and activities. [6] In this 

manner there are some steps in developing the leadership plan, like: 

 1) Start your day with intention. 

 2) One should have dedication towards high level of learning. 

 3) Follow a regular exercise.  

 4) Discover your strengths. 

 5) Be a trendsetter by exploring the things with your imaginative skills. 

 6) Always be eager to visualize and pattern your thought process.  

 7) Practising the ideas of a master mind group. 

 8) Don't be a one trick pony 

 9) Develop the ability to fully express yourself and be a better communicator. 

 10) Welcome change. 

Nurturing a Leadership Culture 

 Leadership has become perhaps, the most talked about issue in business and organizations. It is not a 

new observation that the nature of organizations has changed since the days of Frederick Taylor and 

Henry Ford. The response to this change has been to increase effort to exercise control and to hold things 

together. Perhaps, leaders in organizations should be seeking to hold things apart. While such 

developments in leadership theory provide a new dimension in leadership training and development, we 

argue that the organizational landscape has fundamentally changed, and that old forms and notions of 

leadership cannot of themselves meet the new realities and possibilities provided by new organizational 

forms: new wine for new wineskins. We argue that there is an urgent need for organizational leadership 

that is widely, rather narrowly, dispersed within organizations.  

 Whilst a focus on the “leader” may have been sufficient for ensuring effective leadership in past 

generations, the current and future shape of the organization increasingly demands a more holistic 
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understanding and response. These pressures offer a potentially beneficial destabilization, which 

provides opportunity for alternative thinking about leadership, as the following examples illustrate: 

• Widening Scales of Operation --- Collapsing or permeable organizational boundaries allow for 

interagency working. Strategic alliances and joint ventures make it possible for different 

organizations to come together in shared enterprises of a scale larger than that possible for individual 

organizations.  Here community leadership through governance models of stakeholder participation 

challenge the more traditional “one person in charge” models. 

• Shortening Time Frames --- The need for flexibility, rapid change and community accountability 

require organizations to engage in a more interdependent way with stakeholders (clients, suppliers, 

distributors and the community). People work in several projects groups (with varying life spans), 

being members in some groups and formal leaders in others. This challenges the traditional fixed 

hierarchical notions of leadership. 

• Remote Working ---- Another feature of the boundary dissolution for the organization is its physical 

location.  The “one activity in one building at one place” notion of work is changing, with people 

increasingly working from home or other locations connected by technology. The distance from a 

formal leader and the potential for working enormously strains traditional forms of direct 

supervision. 

• Money ---   The financial cost of sustaining hierarchical forms of leadership is increasingly being 

questioned. In the UK Health Service and in voluntary organizations, the attempt is to reduce the 

management proportion of total costs while calling for bold and vigorous leadership.  

• Transparency---- Increasing pressure from the media and stakeholders for organizational 

transparency and accountability is causing a pressure for ethical business practices throughout the 

organization. 

CONCLUSIONS 

 These ideas are the results of considerable leadership research and development in a diverse range of 

contexts. They highlight the shortcomings of a “heroic” view of leadership arguing, instead, for a more 

inclusive, emergent and relational perspective. From this perspective, whilst the qualities and abilities of 

formal “leaders” are undoubtedly important, they must be considered within the wider context. Success, 

in this case is more likely to result from nurturing a culture of shared and inclusive leadership than the 

skills or capabilities of any one individual. If leaders wish to improve their practice and the quality of 

their relations with “followers”, they need to look beyond inputs and outputs to interactions, traits and 

behaviours to ethics and values, the individual to the collective and performance to purpose. There is no 

quick fix --- leadership is universal, relationally connected and mobilized with patience and persistence 

in the pursuit of a valued and shared purpose. 
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